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Introduction

Background : For e-commerce platforms, it is important to understand whether a 
user is a “buyer” or “window shopper” based on clickstream data. 

Goal:  to use in-session data to predict whether the customer carry out purchase 
within the session, and eventually, to predict the sales revenue. 

What has been done: product recommendation models in COVEO competitions. 



Task: Predict conversion rate based on set amount of time

Given X amount of time for a session, how likely is an user to buy something? 

Things to note:

~50% of buying sessions had at least 20 non-buying events before a “buy” event.

~50% of all sessions only had 3 or fewer events in total.

~50% of buyers spent at least 12.7 minutes before buying.

Given the last point, we chose 10 minutes as our observation period.



Model: Gradient-boosted Decision Trees (using LightGBM)

Using LightGBM, we achieve a very modest (but consistent) improvement over a 
zero-baseline in the task of predicting whether people will buy after observing the 
first 10 minutes of a session.

Zero-baseline: 88.1% of user session (with at least one add-to-cart) do not make a 
purchase after the 10 minutes mark (purchases before the 10 minutes mark are 
not counted)

Prediction model: 88.2% accuracy, which seems disappointing, but...



Output probabilities seem heavily reliable

● Our model’s outputted probabilities 
match the observed outcomes.

● The lackluster accuracy mentioned 
previously is because very, very few 
sessions have a higher than 50% 
chance of converting (according to our 
model).

● Could be useful to target likely buyers.



Top features used by the model



Average user versus likely user



Conclusions

● We can use a fast model to decide which sessions are likely to convert into purchases.

● The feature importance of the model gives insight on “good” session behaviors.

● The model can easily be modified to take into account more historical user-based session information.

● While we weren’t supposed to know which sessions were from recurring users, the model was able to figure out 
some of them by looking at cart removal, and those were our most likely buyers.

● In the future, we should try smaller amounts of time.



Future Work

● Deep learning-based model can be applied to analyze 
sequential pattern data

● Models to explore: LSTM
BERT 
Similarity based KNNs



LSTM (long short term memory) model 
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BERT pretrained model
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Similarity based Knn prediction  

select only  ‘detail’ events

create sequences of products

encode them using binary vectors 
over the itemspace

calculate cosine similarity between 
the binary vectors

From https://arxiv.org/pdf/2011.03424.pdf 
Motivation:

https://arxiv.org/pdf/2011.03424.pdf


Similarity based Knn prediction  

cosine similarity rank
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Motivation and avenues for future work

We have studied the dataset from the following two perspectives:

1. Purchase prediction
2. Segmentation

We want to use these information to guide the decision making of COVEO.

Problem of COVEO: 

The personalization of the session

should be done quickly. 

We address this problem from a 

methodological point of view.



Thank you.


